Abstract. We prove that the natural homomorphism from Kirchberg's ideal-related KK -theory, KK E (e, e ′ ), with one specified ideal, into Hom Λ (K E (e), K E (e ′ )) is an isomorphism for all extensions e and e ′ of separable, nuclear C * -algebras in the bootstrap category N with the K-groups of the associated cyclic six term exact sequence being finitely generated, having zero exponential map and with the K 1 -groups of the quotients being free abelian groups.
e 1,i = KK E (f 1,i , e), F e n,i = KK E (f n,i , e), and H e n,i = KK E (e n,i , e) for all n ∈ N ≥2 and for all i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. For convenience, we will identify indices modulo 6, i.e., we write F e n, 6 = F e n,0 , F e n,7 = F e n,1 etc. For α ∈ Hom Λ (K E (e 1 ), K E (e 2 )), set α f1,i = α| as defined in [5] . Definition 1.12.
9 For each n ∈ N, we setf 7 Identical to [5, Rem. 6.6] 8 Similar to [5, Def. 7 .2] (only first part) 9 Identical to [5, Def. 7.13] Theorem 1.13. (Theorem 7.14 of [5] ) Let e be an extension of separable C * -algebras. For all n ∈ N and for all i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, is exact. For all n ∈ N ≥2 and for all i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, is exact, for each i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Lemma 1. 15 . Let e 1 and e 2 be extensions of separable, nuclear C * -algebras in the bootstrap category N . Assume that the K-theory of e 1 is free, i.e., F e1 1,i is free for all i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Then the natural homomorphisms Γ e1,e2 : KK E (e 1 , e 2 ) → Hom Λ (K E (e 1 ), K E (e 2 )) and ∆ e1,e2 : Hom Λ (K E (e 1 ), K E (e 2 )) → Hom six (K six (e 1 ), K six (e 2 )) are isomorphisms.
Proof. By the UCT of Bonkat [1] , the homomorphism KK E (e 1 , e 2 ) → Hom six (K six (e 1 ), K six (e 2 )) is an isomorphism. Hence, the first map is injective and the second is surjective. Therefore, it is enough to prove that the map Hom Λ (K E (e 1 ), K E (e 2 )) → Hom six (K six (e 1 ), K six (e 2 )) is injective. So assume that α ∈ Hom Λ (K E (e 1 ), K E (e 2 )) and α is zero on K six (e 1 ). Let A 0 ֒→ A 1 ։ A 2 denote the extension e 1 . Since F e1 1,i+3 is free, by the last six term exact sequence of Theorem 1.13, ρ e1 n,i is surjective. Hence, α fn,i = 0.
Let
n,i,e1 ). Thus, there exists y ∈ F e1 1,i+2 such that Proof. Note that the homomorphism S from Hom six (K six (e 1 ), K six (e 2 )) to Hom six (K six (Se 1 ), K six (Se 2 )) is an isomorphism (since S 2 from Hom six (K six (e 1 ), K six (e 2 )) to Hom six (K six (S 2 e 1 ), K six (S 2 e 2 )) is an isomorphism). The same is true for the derived functor. By Bonkat's UCT and the five lemma, it follows that the homomorphismŜ from KK E (e 1 , e 2 ) to KK E (Se 1 , Se 2 ) constructed in [5] is an isomorphism. It also follows from the five lemma, that the homomorphism S from Hom Λ (K E (e 1 ), K E (e 2 )) to Hom Λ (K E (Se 1 ), K E (Se 2 )) is an isomorphism.
Geometric projective resolutions for extensions of Kirchberg algebras
In this section, we will -for each given cyclic six term exact sequence (G i ) 5 i=0 of finitely generated abelian groups with G 3 = 0 and G 5 being a free abelian group -construct a very specific, concrete projective resolution and realize it as coming from a short exact sequence of extensions of simple C * -algebras.
First we note that the homomorphism that sends f to diag( m f, f, . . . , f ) induces a morphism from e n,0 to e nm,0 and a morphism from f n,0 to f nm,0 . Therefore, we have homomorphisms By identifying I nm,0 with the sub-C * -algebra
we get morphisms from e mn,0 to M n (e m,0 ) and from f mn,0 to M n (f m,0 
are commutative for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Proof. The first four equations follow just like in ordinary K-theory with coefficients. For every (1) Note that the map f → diag(f, f, . . . , f ) induces a homomorphism
/ / e nm,2 / / / / q(e nm,2 ) of extensions. Applying mc i to this diagram, for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we get the first diagram. (2) Note that the homomorphism from e nm,0 to M n (e m,0 ) induces a homomorphism / / e nm,0 Thus we can note that a separable, stable, nuclear C * -algebras with finitely many ideals is strongly purely infinite if and only if it is O ∞ -absorbing if and only if it is in the smallest class of C * -algebras closed under extensions and containing all stable Kirchberg algebras.
In particular, every extension of a Kirchberg algebra by another Kirchberg algebra is strongly purely infinite.
i=0 be a cyclic six term exact sequence of countable abelian groups, and let
be any projective resolution with countable abelian groups, only. Then there exists a short exact sequence
of extensions where e and e ′ are extensions of stable Kirchberg algebras in the bootstrap category N , and e ′′ is an extension of nuclear, separable C * -algebras in the bootstrap category N , such that the cyclic six term exact sequence associated with (2.2) degenerates into short exact sequences
which are isomorphic to the projection resolution in (2.1) (in such a way that F
and F be the mapping cone sequence of the morphism ψ (see [1] ). Then e ′′ is an extension of nuclear, separable C * -algebras in the bootstrap category N . Since the index and exponential maps correspond to the epic morphism K six (ψ), the cyclic six term exact sequence degenerates into short sequences of the form
Necessarily, K six (e ′′ ) has to correspond to (H i ) 5 i=0 since this is (up to isomorphism) the kernel.
Assumption 2.5. For the rest of this section, let
be a given cyclic six term exact sequence of finitely generated abelian groups. Assume moreover, that G 3 = 0 and that G 5 is a free abelian group. Consequently, G 4 is also free.
According to the structure theorem for finitely generated abelian groups, we can -up to isomorphism -write G 2 as For each canonical generator of this group, we fix a lifting to an element of G 1 . Let F 2 denote the group
Let ζ : F 2 → G 1 be the surjective homomorphism from F 2 to G 1 which sends each canonical generator to the lifting of the corresponding generator of G 2 (chosen above).
There exists a finitely generated free abelian group F 0 and a surjective homomorphism η 0 : F 0 → G 0 . Then we have a projective resolution of (G i ) 5 i=0 as follows:
are defined in the obvious way (we use, of course, ζ in the definition of η 1 ), and
i=0 . An easy diagram chase shows that η 1 is surjective. To match the notation from Proposition 2.4, we let
We will, in the canonical way, identify H 2 with
and under this identification the injection λ 2 : H 2 → F 2 can be identified with the diagonal matrix diag(
).
Exactness of a sequence
If we let e 1 and e 2 be essential extensions of stable Kirchberg algebras in the bootstrap category N with all the K-theory appearing in the cyclic six term exact sequences being finitely generated and the K 1 -groups of the quotients being free and the K 1 -groups of the ideals being zero. Now let
։ e ′ be a short exact sequence of essential extensions of stable Kirchberg algebras in the bootstrap category N such that the induced sequence
is exactly (isomorphic to) the projective resolution given in the previous section. Then this induces a cyclic six term sequence
In this chapter we show, that when we apply the functor Hom Λ (K E (−), K E (Se 2 )) to this sequence, the sequence
is exact. This is the main ingredient in the proof of the UMCT in the next section.
i=0 be as in Assumption 2.5, and let
be the projective resolution given right after Assumption 2.5.
։ e ′ be a geometric resolution corresponding exactly to this resolution according to Proposition 2.4, i.e., the induced sequence
is exactly (isomorphic to) the above resolution. Let
denote the extensions e 1 , e ′ , and e ′′ , resp.
and we may identify ker( 
The lemma now follows.
= 0 for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ and j = 1, . . . , k i and α f 1,k = 0 for all
= 0 for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ and j = 1, . . . , k i and α f 1,k = 0 for all k = 0, 1, . . . , 5, then α en,1 = 0 
Hence, by Theorem 1.13, there exists
, F e1 1,0 , and F e1 1,5 , we have that α en,4 (z) = 0. Let n = p r i for some i = 1, . . . , ℓ and some r ∈ N. We can assume that r = n i,j for every j = 1, . . . , k i . Let t be such that n i,t < r < n i,t+1 (and t = 0 if r < n i,1 and t = k i if n i,ki < r). Let z ∈ H 
. We will show that either
n,5 ) depending on whether r < n i,j or r > n i,j . First note that nβ e1 n,5 (z j ) = 0. Note that the ker(×n :
Also, since F n,nj ,5 ), when n < n j respectively n > n j .
Suppose r < n i,j . Then β 
) such that α f 1,k = 0 and α en,4 = 0 for all n ∈ N ≥2 and for all k = 0, 1, . . . , 5, then α is zero. Consequently, if α ∈ Hom Λ (K E (Se 1 ), K E (Se 2 )), then α = 0 if α en,1 = 0 for all n ∈ N ≥2 and α f 1,k = 0 for all k = 0, 1, . . . , 5.
Proof. Suppose α satisfies the assumption of the first part of the lemma. Since F Theorem 3.5. Let e 2 : B 0 ֒→ B 1 ։ B 2 be an extension of separable C * -algebras with K 1 (B 0 ) = 0 and K 1 (B 2 ) torsion free. Then the sequence
induced by the exact sequence Se 1
Proof. A computation shows that the above sequence is a chain complex.
For convenience, we set α i = α f1,i . We must construct β i :
are commutative. It is clear from this that α 3 = 0, α 4 = 0. Since F 1,3 = 0, α 0 = 0. Also, we must necessarily have that β 3 = 0 and β 0 = 0. So, it is only the third, fifth, and sixth diagram we need to check for commutativity.
Definition of β 2 : Since F e ′ 1,2 is free, we will define β 2 on its canonical generators. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} and j ∈ {1, . . . , k ℓ }. Let x be one of the canonical generators of Z mi,j ⊆ F . We claim that h 1,1,in ki,j ,1,e ′′ (x) ∈ im(K E (φ) e k i,j ,1 ). First note that
is exact (cf. Remark 1.14). Note that K E (ψ) e k i,j ,1 (h
We do this for all the generators of Z mi,j and for all i, j. Moreover, we let β 2 be zero on Z s . By construction, we have that
Definition of
1,1 by setting it to zero on F 0 and on Z s ⊆ F 2 . We now define β 1 on the rest of the canonical generators. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} and j ∈ {1, . . . , k ℓ } be given. We want to define β 1 on the generators of Z mi,j . Let x be one of the canonical generators of Z mi,j . Define β 1 (x) = zx where zx is defined as above. By construction, f 
Definition of β 0 : As mentioned above, we need to have β 0 = 0.
is an extension of separable, nuclear C * -algebras in the bootstrap category N with all the K-theory being finitely generated, the sequence
is exact (using the UMCT of Dȃdȃrlat and Loring, cf.
: F 
Proof. It is easy to check that the above sequence is a chain complex.
i=0 is a homomorphism from K six (e ′′ ) to K six (Se 2 ), then there exists a unique β ∈ Hom Λ (K E (e ′′ ), K E (Se 2 )) such that β f1,i = β i . By Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, it is enough to construct (β i ) 5 i=0 such that its unique lifting β ∈ Hom Λ (K E (e ′′ ), K E (Se 2 )) satisfies the property that α − β • K E (φ) is zero on H First we want to define a homomorphism from F e ′′ 1,2 to F Se2 1,1 . It will be defined on each of the direct summands as follows. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} and j ∈ {1, . . . , k i } and set n = p ni,j i
Let e i,j,t be one of the canonical generator of Z mi,j . Note that
is exact (cf. Remark 1.14), there exists
n,1,e ′′ (e i,j,t ). Since α is zero on F 
By Theorem 1.13, there exists y i,j,t ∈ F Se2 1,2 such that h 
Definition of the chain map (β i )
, K E (Se 2 )) be the unique homomorphism such that β f1,i = β i . We need to
For each i = 1, . . . , ℓ and each j = 1, . . . , k i , set
By the above equation, we have that
. We will first show that (β
such that
Arguing as in the case d i,1 , for j ≥ 2, there exists x j in H Se1 di,j ,1 satisfying the following: 
Moreover,
We can continue this process to show that * -algebras in the bootstrap category N with the associated cyclic six term exact sequences in K-theory being finitely generated, zero exponential map, and K 1 (A 2 ) and K 1 (B 2 ) being torsion free.
Then the natural map Γ e1,e2 : KK E (e 1 , e 2 ) → Hom Λ (K E (e 1 ), K E (e 2 )) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Note that for each j = 1, 2, we have that K six (e j ) ∼ = K six (e j,1 ) ⊕ K six (e j,0 ) where e j,i is an extension of separable, nuclear C * -algebras in the bootstrap category N such that K six (e j,1 ) is of the form
where the K 1 's of K six (e j,1 ) is finitely generated and free, and the K 1 's of K six (e j,0 ) are finitely generated. By Bonkat's UCT and since Γ −,− is natural, we have that the diagrams
KK E (e 1,1 ⊕ e 1,0 , e 2 )
, (e 1,1 ⊕ e 1,0 ) ,
are commutative. Hence, to prove that Γ e1,e2 is an isomorphism it is enough to prove that Γ e1,1⊕e1,0,e2,1⊕e2,0 is an isomorphism. Since Γ e1,0,e2,1⊕e2,0 and Γ e1,1,e2,0 are isomorphisms (this follows from Lemma 1.15 and an argument using [1, Lemma 7.1.5] and the UMCT of Dȃdȃrlat and Loring, cf. [3] ), it is enough to prove that Γ e1,1,e2,1 is an isomorphism.
Since e 1,1 is KK E -equivalent to an extension as in Proposition 4.2, by the naturality of Γ −,− and by Proposition 4.2, Γ e1,1,e2,1 is an isomorphism.
Remark 4.4. The class of extensions that the above theorem applies to contains the following classes:
• The class of all Cuntz-Krieger algebras satisfying condition (II) of Cuntz with one specified ideal.
• The class of all purely infinite Cuntz-Krieger algebras with one specified ideal.
• The class of all Cuntz-Krieger algebras with one specified gauge invariant ideal.
• The class of all graph algebras satisfying condition (K) with one specified ideal and finitely generated K six .
• The class of all unital graph algebras satisfying condition (K) with one specified ideal.
• The class of all purely infinite graph algebras with one specified ideal and finitely generated K six .
• The class of all graph algebras with one specified gauge invariant ideal and finitely generated K six .
Remark 4.5. We do not know of any counterexample to a general UMCT for the ideal-related Ktheory with coefficients, neither do we know how to prove a general UMCT with one specified ideal.
But it is clear that we can get the analogue result when we rotate the conditions on the K-theory. We also get the analogue result when either of the variables has four zero groups in the associated cyclic six term exact sequence. Moreover, it is possible do certain direct sums of these as well.
Reduced invariant
Remark 5.1. By going over the proof once again, it is clear that if we use the invariant consisting of all the groups F for all m, n ∈ N ≥2 and i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, then the corresponding theorem still holds, i.e., Theorem 4.3 still holds if we replace Hom Λ (K E (e 1 ), K E (e 2 )) with the homomorphisms between the groups only respecting those natural transformations mentioned above.
Remark 5.2. We do not know yet whether these are all the homomorphisms to include. Let e 1 : A 0 ֒→ A 1 ։ A 2 and e 2 : B 0 ֒→ B 1 ։ B 2 be extensions of separable C * -algebras, with e 1 in the bootstrap category N . Then we have -as noted in [5, Remark 6.6] -natural homomorphisms
Using this, the UCT of Rosenberg and Schochet and the UCT of Bonkat, it is not so hard to see that KK E (e, e ′ ) for e, e ′ ∈ {f n,i : n ∈ N ≥2 , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} are generated by the KK E -classes of the maps mentioned above. We believe that it is true also when one of the entries is of the form e n,i and the proof should be similar as well. For KK E (e n,i , e m,j ) Example 9.1 of [5] indicates that there might be some natural homomorphisms we have not described yet.
Definition 5.3. We now define a reduced invariant, the reduced ideal-related K-theory with coefficients K red E (e), which consists of all the groups F e 1,i , F e n,i , H e n,4 for all n ∈ N ≥2 and i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. A homomorphism between such invariants should be a family of group homomorphisms between these groups which respects the natural homomorphisms f Theorem 5.4. Let e 1 : A 0 ֒→ A 1 ։ A 2 and e 2 : B 0 ֒→ B 1 ։ B 2 be extensions of separable, nuclear C * -algebras in the bootstrap category N with the associated cyclic six term exact sequences in K-theory being finitely generated, zero exponential map, and K 1 (A 2 ) and K 1 (B 2 ) being torsion free.
Then the natural map Γ red e1,e2 :
) is an isomorphism. Proof. By going through the whole proof once again, we see that this is all we need in order to prove the theorem.
Remark 5.5. There are of course a few informations in the invariant which are uniquely determined -e.g. the homomorphism from K 0 (A 2 ) to K 0 (B 2 ) is uniquely determined by the rest of the invariant. But it would make the definition of a reduced invariant quite fragmented if we were to take all such things out of the invariant.
Automorphisms of Cuntz-Krieger algebras
In this section, we use our invariant K red E to classify the automorphism group of a stabilized CuntzKrieger algebra with exactly one non-trivial ideal up to equivalences: unitary homotopy equivalence and approximate unitary equivalence.
6.1. Unitary homotopy equivalence. Definition 6.1. Let A and B be C * -algebras. We say that two * -homomorphisms ϕ, ψ : A → M(B) are unitarily homotopic if there exists a norm-continuous map [0, ∞) ∋ t → u t ∈ U (M(B)) such that for a ∈ A and t ∈ [0, ∞) we have that ϕ(a) − u * t ψ(a)u t ∈ B and, moreover, lim t→∞ u * t ψ(a)u t = ϕ(a), for all a ∈ A. If the images of ϕ and ψ lie inside B, the first condition is superfluous.
For each C * -algebra A we let Inn h (A) denote the set of automorphisms of A, which are unitarily homotopic to the identity morphism on A.
Kirchberg has a very general classification theorem for (strongly) purely infinite C * -algebras in [9, Folgerung 4.3] , which in the case we are looking at specializes to the following. where the group operation on Aut(A 1 ) and KK E (e, e) −1 are composition of maps and Kasparov product, respectively.
When we combine this theorem with the UMCT from previous sections we get the following corollary.
Corollary 6.3. Let e : A 0 ֒→ A 1 ։ A 2 be an essential extension of separable, nuclear, stable, simple, purely infinite C * -algebras in the bootstrap category N with all groups in the associated cyclic six term exact sequence being finitely generated, zero exponential map, and K 1 (A 2 ) being torsion free. Then we have a short exact sequence of groups
{1}
/ / Inn h (A 1 ) / / Aut(A 1 ) / / Aut Λ red (K red E (e)) / / {1}.
Remark 6.4. We can apply the above corollary to the following C * -algebras:
(1) A 1 = B 1 ⊗ K, where B 1 is a Cuntz-Krieger algebra satisfying condition (II) of Cuntz with exactly one non-trivial ideal. (2) A 1 = B 1 ⊗ K, where B 1 is a purely infinite graph algebra with exactly one non-trivial ideal and finitely generated K-theory. in U (M(B)) such that for a ∈ A and n ∈ N we have that ϕ(a) − u * n ψ(a)u n ∈ B and, moreover, lim n→∞ u * n ψ(a)u n = ϕ(a), for all a ∈ A. If the images of ϕ and ψ lie inside B, the first condition is superfluous.
For each C * -algebra A we let Inn(A) denote the set of automorphisms of A, which are approximately unitarily equivalent to the identity morphism on A. Theorem 6.6. Let e 1 : A 0 ֒→ A 1 ։ A 2 and e 2 : B 0 ֒→ B 1 ։ B 2 be extensions of separable C * -algebras. Let φ, ψ : e 1 → e 2 be homomorphisms. If A 1 is semiprojective, A 0 is generated by projections, and φ 1 and ψ 1 are approximately unitarily equivalent, then K E (φ) = K E (ψ).
Proof. We identify A 0 with its image in A 1 and B 0 with its image in B 1 . With this identification, φ 0 becomes the restriction φ 1 | A0 . Since A 1 is semiprojective, by Proposition 2.3 of [2] , there exists a unitary u ∈ M(B 1 ) such that ad(u) • φ 1 is homotopic to ψ 1 . Let Φ : A 1 → C([0, 1], B 1 ) be a homotopy from ad(u) • φ 1 to ψ 1 .
We claim that Φ(a) ∈ C([0, 1], B 0 ) for all a ∈ A 0 . Since A 0 is generated by projections, it is enough to show that ev t • Φ(p) ∈ B 0 for all projections p ∈ A 0 and for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Let p be a projection in A 0 . Then there exists a partition 0 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n−1 < t n = 1 of [0, 1] such that ev t • Φ(p) − ev s • Φ(p) < 1 for all t, s ∈ [t i−1 , t i ]. In particular, ev 0 • Φ(p) − ev t • Φ(p) < 1 for all t ∈ [0, t 1 ]. Therefore, ev t • Φ(p) is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to ev 0 • Φ(p) = ad(u) • φ 1 (p) for all t ∈ [0, t 1 ]. Since φ is a homomorphism from e 1 to e 2 , we have that ad(u) • φ 1 (p) ∈ B 0 . Since B 0 is an ideal of B 1 , we have that ev t • Φ(p) ∈ B 0 for all t ∈ [0, t 1 ]. Using the same argument in the interval [t 1 , t 2 ], we get that ev t • Φ(p) ∈ B 0 for all t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ]. Continuing this process, we get that ev t • Φ(p) ∈ B 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Hence, Φ(p) ∈ C([0, 1], B 0 ). We have just proved our claim.
We have shown that ad(u) • φ 1 and ψ 1 are homotopic with the homotopy respecting the canonical ideals A 0 and B 0 . Thus, KK E (ad(u) • φ) = KK E (ψ). Since KK E (ad(u) • φ) = KK E (φ), we have that KK E (φ) = KK E (ψ). Therefore, K E (φ) = K E (ψ).
We believe that Theorem 6.6 is true without the semiprojectivity assumption and the assumption that the ideal A 0 is generated by projections but we have not been able to obtain a proof.
